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INI'RODUCTION 
The second Industrial Revolutionl has produced the need for a 
new and different type of worlanan than has been needed in the past. 
In the past a worlanan could be trained in a minimum of time to perform 
the operation that was needed on any one particular machine. He was 
a specialist. His specialty was the operation of one type of machine 
doing one operation. Advances in technology has placed the job of 
this individual in jeopardy. 
Now the production machines have been given the ability to do a 
certain amount of thinking on their own. The worker who runs these 
machines is no longer required to engage in the manipulative activities 
involved in the production of an article. "This is done, at the risk 
of oversimplification, by the application of electronic, hydraulic, 
and pneumatic devices to power machines in order to control automatically 
the quality and quantity of their output.112 This process has been 
given the name "automation"--a term just now being included in the 
newest standard dictionary. 
As automation is increased by our technological advancement, so 
will the need for man's technical skills increase. It will take a 
workman with an altogether different type of training, in fact education. 
lMarshall T. Schmitt, "A Look at Automaticity", Industrial Arts 
and Vocational Education, Vol. 47, (October, 1958), p. 232. 
2H. R. Kinker, "Automation and Vocational Education," Industrial 
Arts and Vocational Education, Vol. 46, (April, 1957), p. 175. 
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At present we do not have enough technically educated people to keep 
up with the demand. 
The well-publicized advent of "sputnik" brought the shortage of 
engineers and scientists to the attention of the public. The more 
serious shortage of expert craftsmen and technicians is not so well 
known. The two areas of training are sometimes confused. In many 
cases it is not the shortage of either that is most evident, but is 
actually a misinterpretation of the job skills needed. Much of the 
shortage is in technical fields rather than in the engineering and 
scientific fields. In fact, much of the industrial world is beginning 
to think, not in terms of the engineer alone, but in terms of the 
three-part engineering team. These parts are the "engineer", the 
"technician", and the "craftsman11 .3 It is generally recognized that 
members of the team can vary in number according to the work to be done, 
for instance as many as five technicians can be used on the same job 
with one engineer. "The United States Office of Education estimates 
that industry requires two to five technicians for every engineer. 
That is ten times as many as we are turning out today".4 Recognition 
of the need for the three-part engineering team has influenced the 
philosophy of technical education. To produce efficiently the needed 
manpower we shall require a three-part educational program: 
1. The university-collegiate program for engineers and 
scientists 
3c. Ross Henninger, The Technical Institute in America, (New York, 
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1959), p. 27. 
4wallace M. Maurer and Warren M. Maurer, "Failure of Vocational 
Education'', School and Society, Vol. 86, (April 12, 1958), p. 170. 
2. The technical institute program for engineering 
and scientific technicians 
3. The vocational-trade programs for craftsmen and 
apprenticeships 
Our present educational system will, in time, solve the shortage 
problem of engineers and scientists. The problem of technical 
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education is not so easily solved. New, bold, realistic programs for 
educating technicians and upgrading workers must be envisioned. There 
are problems that must be considered before a constructive program 
can be determined. 
1. What is technical education? 
2. What are the characteristics of the desired technical education? 
3. What is a technician? 
4. What are employment opportunities? 
S. Who will be the technicians? 
6. Where will they receive the necessary education? 
7. How much will such an education cost? 
These are only a few of the questions that must be considered 
by educators, government and management officials. It is these 
people who must acquaint themselves with the technical education 
problem and determine the best possible course of action. 
Sitenninger, op. cit., p. 28. 
TECHNICAL EDUCATION 
Definition of Technical Education 
A clear picture of technical education must be presented before 
an intelligent discussion can take place. First, a definition of the 
type of education is in order. If several educators were asked to define 
technical education different ideas would be presented. The underlying 
thoughts would undoubtedly be the same. Henninger expressed the 
definition of technical education in this way: "The term refers to 
the intermediate strata of technical curriculums which are from one 
to three years duration (full time) beyond the high school level".6 
The same idea could be expressed differently by another educator. 
According to Roberts, technical education is defined: 
• • • is a type of education or training designed to prepare 
the learner to earn a living or increase his earnings in 
an occupation in which technical information and an under-
standing of the laws of science and technology as applied 
to modern design, production, distribution and services 
are essential to success.7 
Characteristics of Technical Education 
Second, the characteristics of technical education should be 
presented to further clarify the definition. These are characteristics 
that are useful to distinguish between technical education and other 
types of vocational education. "Technical education is vocational in 
6Henninger, op. cit., p. 19. 
7Roy w. Roberts, Vocational and Practical Arts Education, 
(New York, Harper and Brothers, 1956), p. 338. 
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objective and technical in content".8 As all education can be classi-
fied as vocational in scope our concern is with the latter part of 
the statement. The content of the technical curriculum differs some-
what from the professional engineering curriculum. The technical 
curriculum is more brief and has the purpose to prepare individuals 
in areas of activity within the broad field of engineering enterprise. 
The technician does not need either the complete mathematical or 
scientific background of the engineer. He does need to have a working 
understanding of approximately the same subject matter linked with 
connnunication skills and mathematical competence. 
"Technical education prepares people for, or upgrades them in, 
technical occupations for which graduation from a four-year college is 
not required".9 An education of this type is designed to give the 
student a high degree of proficiency in his chosen field of technology, 
solidly supported by a sound working knowledge of mathematics, English, 
basic science, and technological principles involved in that field. In 
general a technical education is programned to accomplish its assigned 
task in two school years. 10 At the end of the technical program the 
student of an accredited institution is awarded the Associate degree. 
Another characteristic of technical education is expressed by 
Roberts as"• •• a terminal program not prepartory to a college degree. 11 11 
The term "terminal" used to indicate a characteristic of technical 
education is somewhat misleading when used in this way. "The technical 
81bid.' p. 340. 
9Ibid., p. 340. 
lOffenninger, op. cit., p. 17. 
llRoberts, op. cit., p. 340. 
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institute program is no more terminal than any other collegiate degree 
program. 1112 It is true that an approved technical program does not and 
should not meet the requirements of most college and university catalogues 
for transfer credit. On the other hand the technical program does not 
intend to be terminal to the individual who has the capacity and the 
initiative to advance to a bachelor's or a more advanced degree. Because 
of this many of the credits earned in the technical program must be 
designed in such a way to allow them to be transferred to an accreditable 
institution of higher learning. Credits earned in courses that are 
directly related to the students chosen field of technology would not be 
transferable. This much of the technical curriculum would be terminal. 
"Technical education programs vary in length from a single-unit 
course of instruction of a few weeks duration to an integrated program 
on a part-time basis for several years. This is usually one to three 
years in length. 11 13 This characteristic is uncongruous to minimum lengths 
of courses as established by the Engineer's Council for Professional 
Development. 14 (hereafter referred to as ECPD) In 1944 the ECPD 
established a minimum time of one academic year as an acceptable techni-
cal curriculum. As the programs developed in the ensuing years there 
was a growing trend for the establishment of programs lasting for two 
years. This allows the technical curriculum to be placed in institutions, 
primarily junior colleges, already operating on a two-year basis. This 
has had a stabelizing effect on the technical institute curriculum and 
12Henninger, op. cit., p. 17. 
13Roberts, op. cit., p. 340. 
14Henninger, op. cit., p. 46f. 
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has brought about, in 1956, the awarding of Associate degrees for the 
approved two-year curriculum. Since 1958, the ECPD has accepted nothing 
shorter than a two-year curriculum for technical accreditation. 
"Technical education is especially effective for employed 
persons.1115 Todays worker must be able to recognize change and adapt 
himself to these changes. Advancements in the methods of production 
have changed many job classifications. As the job is reclassified or 
the production method changes many workers find themselves replaced 
by a machine. If the worker is young his situation may not be so tragic. 
Many businesses and industries provide retraining for their workers. 
Many industries provide reduced work loads for selected employees which 
allows them to upgrade themselves in their work. 16 If the young worker 
recognizes the change in job classifications he can retrain himself 
through education. If his job is of the highly skilled nature he may 
choose to enroll in a technical program that will allow him to remain 
employed as he upgrades himself. 
If the worker is an older person then the effect of changing 
production methods can be tragic. He may posses highly developed skills 
in his area of work. These skills will be of little use to him now. 
At this point he can join either the ranks of the unemployed or the 
underemployed. He may choose to change with the times and obtain the 
necessary technical knowledge to keep himself employed or to make 
himself employable. For the older worker the technical institute 
program should be of paramount importance. 
15Roberts, op. cit., p. 340. 
16ff. E. Dickerman, "Vocational Education," National Education 
Association Journal, Vol. 45, (December, 1956), p. 564£. 
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"Technical education is not greatly concerned with the manipu-
lative processes.1117 In any vocation there are two basic skills required 
to complete the job properly. One of the basic skills is manipulative. 
The other is cognitive skills or knowledge that is necessary for any 
task. To determine the amount of each skill needed is also to determine 
the type of education needed. By breaking down the various occupations 
to three very simple levels, professional, technical and skilled, it 
is discovered that "technical occupations require less total skills 
and knowledge than professional occupations and slightly more than the 
skilled occupations. The relative amounts of the two basic skills 
employed within each catagory also differ. Technical occupations require 
slightly more cognitive skills than manipulative skills.1118 The techni-
cal institute curriculum also will give a good view of the type of skills 
that are to be developed in the student. This type of curriculum is 
"aimed principally at the development of intellectual capacity, supple-
mented by development of directly related manual skills. 1119 In the 
technical institute curriculum, such shop work as may be included is 
primarily for demonstration purposes. 
These characteristics of technical education are the result of 
a composite of several factors that have developed over a long period 
of time. The underlying principles of these factors would result in 
a lengthy discussion in themselves. In capsule form the factors that· 
17Roberts, op. cit., p. 340f. 
18william P. McLure, and Others, Vocational and Technical Education 
in Illinois, (Bureau of Educational Research, Urbana, Illinois, 
University of Illinois, 1960), p. 30. 
19Jienninger, op. cit., p. 33. 
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have affected technical education, as expressed by John w. Studebaker, 
United States Office of Education, are as follows: 
1. Technological developments in Industry 
2. Impact of war 
3. Increases in the initial employment age 
4. Large high school enrollments 
5. Increased interest in adult education20 
Technical progress in the last five years makes it necessary to 
consider one more factor, and that is the implication in exploration 
of outer space and its war deterrent force. As we move farther and 
faster in this field the need for well-educated technical people will 
be a force that will have to be considered. 
The Technician 
What is a technician? We can get a clue to the answer to this 
question by looking at the characteristics of a technical education. 
From this it is determined that the recipient of a technical education 
is preparing for a particular vocation. He is preparing for a vocation 
that requires an unique type of education. Graduation from a four-
year college or university curricula is not necessary, nor is it the 
type of education that can be acquired at the secondary school level. 
Through necessity it must be a post-secondary program organized spe-
cifically for the training needed. When his Associate degree has been 
granted he will not occupy the esteemed position of the scientist or 
the engineer, nor will he meet the requirements of the craftsman. 
The graduate of a technical school will have followed a curricula that 
20Roberts, op. cit., p. 342. 
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was technological in nature and differs both in content and purpose 
from those of the vocational-trade school on the one hand and from 
those of the engineering college on the other.21 
The technician holds a key spot ••• between theory 
and production. He uses drawing instruments, gauges, 
applied science, mathematics, diagnosis and analysis, 
connnon sense, initiative and good judgment in turning 
the ideas and theories of the engineer into mass-
produced items. He collects data, makes computations, 
performs laboratory tests and turns in reports. He 
builds, supervises and controls the machines in our 
plants and offices. He's a key man at atomic instal-
lations, in aircraft and automobile factories, and 
also serves as a trouble-shooter in electronics 
laboratories.22 
The technician will find, as he seeks employment, various oppor-
tunities in his chosen field. With each opportunity he will find 
different terminology to describe his particular job classification. 
"One employer's mechanic is another's engineer. 11 23 With the granting 
of the Associate degree, as approved by the ECPD, this condition should 
gradually change. The technician will be recognized by his employer 
as a technician. In time job titles will be more descriptive of the 
individual service and will be indicative of the type of education 
needed to obtain this employment. 
For awhile the technician will have a problem of gaining status. 
This means many people will consider him as an individual who could 
not succeed in engineering or some other phase of the university program. 
A condition such as this should not exist very long. People will soon 
21Henninger, op. cit., p. 19. 
22National Association of Manufacturers, Your Opportunities in 
Industry as a Technician, (New York, April, 1957), p. 7f. 
23Henninger, op. cit., p. 19. 
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realize that the technician receives a "first class education more 
specialized and more intensive than the education of an engineer, 
directed at a different goal. 1124 It will soon be realized that the 
person who will make a good technician is also capable of going for 
an engineering degree but because of time, money, or one of several 
other reasons chooses to become a technician. 
Employment Opportunities 
By 1970 the projected population of the United States will be 
208 million people. This is a population increase of approximately 
16%. Against this population rise there is a projected labor-force 
increase of 20%. This means there will be a faster increase in the 
number of people holding and looking for jobs than the number who buy 
the products that create jobs. 25 Where will the extra employable 
people find the job opportunities? The answer to this problem may be 
determined by looking at the forcast of percentage change in occupational 
groups through 1970. (see Table 1) This makes it clear many of the 
projected occupational groups fall within the range of the labor-force 
increase. It is interesting to note that the occupations classified 
as unskilled are not expected to change. At the same time farmers and 
farm workers actually undergo a decrease. The most startling change 
in the labor-force is expected to be in the professional and technical 
24Paul B. Zbar, The Training of Electronic Technicians (Los 
Angeles: American Technical Education Association, 1960), An Address 
to the 1960 Convention of the American Technical Association meeting 
in Los Angeles. 
25Richard s. Nelson, Trade and Technical Education and Changing 
Industrial Requirements (Los Angeles: American Vocational Association, 
1960), Presented to the American Vocational Association Convention in 
Los Angeles, December 5, 1960. 
TABLE 1 
FORECAST OF PERCEN'rAGE CHANGE IN OCCUPATIONAL GROUPS 
UNITED STATES LABOR FORCE 1960-1970 
Occupation Group -20 -10 0 10 20 30 
Professional & Technical 
~ 
Proprietors & Managers I 
Clerical & Sales Workers I 
Skilled Workers I 
' Semi-skilled Workers I 
Service Workers I 
Unskilled Workers No Change 
Farmers and Farm Workers I 
2SI. R. Sanderson, The Challenge of the Sixties (Kansas City, Missouri, 1961) 
Presented to the American Technical Education Association Convention, December 4, 1961. 
40 so 
I 
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occupations. While the labor-force is expected to increase 20% the 
professional and technical occupations are to increase by approximately 
38%. The answer to the previous question possibly lies in the large 
increase in the demand for technicians. The employment opportunities 
for technicians are high and can be expected to go even higher. "If 
you had nothing to do all day but sit around and count the number of 
inventions, discoveries and startling new advances that science and 
technology have made in your lifetime, you would be an old man before 
reaching 'E'--for electronics! 1126 
Using the field of electricity for example, an examination of 
programs preparing students in the field might show a large block of 
time devoted to bell-wiring, motor-winding, construction wiring, and 
other constructive practical work. However, since the advent of the 
nuclear and electronic era the graduate of the secondary school electri-
cal course needs to demonstrate knowledge in the field of basic electronics. 
Adjustments are needed in the program to include, even on an elementary 
basis, some work along these lines. The student of the technical insti-
tute will require some prior knowledge of electronics. 
In almost every field the picture is changing drastically. Con-
sider the printing trade, too. It has so changed, in most areas of 
the country, that it has been difficult to keep abreast of its needs. 
Over half the gross business done by the printing 
industries is in color • • • • This indicates the need for 
the trade school to adapt its printing program to the needs 
26National Association of Manufacturers, op. cit., p. 4. 
of the young people who will be restricted to one out of 
two jobs offered unless the elements of lithography are 
provided. 27 
The same is true in drafting, hydraulics, instrumentation, 
air conditioning, tool design, electronics, electric power, and 
14 
aviation. In fact, aircraft manufacturing, research and development 
are fields loaded with opportunity and challenge for technicians. 
Changes are taking place so rapidly in the many fields of aircraft 
manufacture that the companies have a tremendous problem in manning 
their staffs with people who have a technical background. A typical 
example of what is being done about this problem is presented by the 
Boeing Aircraft Company. "Because of this problem Boeing executives 
are planning to arrange reduced work schedules for several hundred 
selected employees to enable them to take courses in aeronautics at 
the University of Washington. 1128 
Every phase of industry now has laboratories to aid in the 
development of and research upon new products. "Industrial laboratories 
did not even exist in the United States one-hundred years ago. Today 
we have 3,000 of them and we spend well over four billion dollars 
annually for research and development. 11 29 
The more revolutionary the discoveries made in the laboratories 
the more urgent is the need for people who have special education to 
apply these discoveries to modern products, tools methods, and processes. 
27 Joseph T. Nerden, "Industria 1 Education for Today and Tomorrow", 
American Vocational Journal, Vol. 34 (April, 1959), p. 15. 
28nickerman, op. cit., p. 564f. 
29National Association of Manufacturers, op. cit., p. 4. 
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This special education must be given to that group of people who will 
be called "technicians". 
Procuring the Technician 
Until recently a great number of the technically trained 
individuals needed by industry came from the armed forces. The most 
desirable of these people are offered jobs that correspond to the job 
they occupied while in uniform. Management people know they have 
received extensive training in a related field and have the necessary 
technical background to fulfill the indistrial occupation. The con-
centrated technical courses given to the men in the armed services are 
recognized and accepted by industry to be an alternative to a formal 
technical education. In addition, these people have the attraction of 
having as many as three years of practical experience in their field. 
In a very broad sense, this is a type of federal aid to education. 
The training is offered by the federal government to a select group of 
individuals on the federal pay-roll. The buildings and equipment are 
owned by the government. The instructors, many with no formal teacher 
education, are either in the armed services or are members of the civil 
service system. Industry gains the most from this program because this 
group of people will only remain with the armed services until their 
military obligation is fulfilled. 
This method of securing technically trained people has slowly 
diminished. As the armed services are cut back to a more realistic 
peace time figure, as is the number of federal training schools being 
decreased. (see Table 2). 
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Even as this method of obtaining skilled workers is decreasing 
the demand for this same type of worker is on the increase. The United 
States Department of Labor estimates 2,000,000 new trained skilled 
workers are needed each year.30 The apprenticeship system may help 
alleviate this shortage. 
In 1957 only 28,748 apprentices were graduated, and 
in the first six months of 1958 there were only 14,771 
graduates, according to the Department of Labor. The department 
also reports that 186,646 apprentices were in training at the 
start of 1957, 186,310 at the start of 1958 •••• 31 
This makes it evident that the trained technical personnel will not 
come to the working force through the apprenticeship system as it now 
exists. The number enrolled in the system is not enough to meet the 
demand for the trained worker. It no longer offers the security that 
can be gained by a complete, well-rounded technical education. 
Through necessity the people who are to receive the desired 
technical training will come from that group of people who, for the 
most part, have finished high school but for one reason or another do 
not intend to get a college education. Another source of obtaining 
people who will be interested in additional technical education will 
be those individuals who become unemployed because of automation. For 
many this period of unemployment will be temporary, lasting only until 
they have acquired the training essential for effective performance of 
the more complex jobs which will be open to them. 
Of the youngsters leaving high school approximately two-thirds 
will not go to college. This lack of a college degree need not handicap 
3011 Help Wanted in the Skilled Crafts!", American Vocational 
Journal, Vol. 34 (April, 1959), p. 10. 
3lrbid., p. 12. 
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them. They will actually find more job opportunities for satisfying 
careers--a greater number of jobs, and a greater variety--than their 
college educated friends.3 2 For proof of this, you merely have to 
look at the business section of your Sunday papers and note the quality 
of the advertisements. Each Sunday the New York Times, for example, 
has roughly six solid pages of classified and seven solid pages of 
display advertisements, all seeking scientific and technical people.33 
Many of the advertisements are seeking people who are professionally 
trained. Just as many are seeking people with the necessary technical 
background. Industry everywhere is clamoring for more trained personnel 
and is finding it well nigh impossible to meet its high level manpower 
requirements. At the same time, there are parts of the country receiving 
federal aid because of their unemployment problems. This problem would 
be greatly relieved if those unemployed people had the needed technical 
education to fulfill the jobs that are open in many fields of industry. 
The demand for technicians is here, the personnel to meet this 
demand is available. (see Table 1) The public should be made aware 
of the many and varied opportunities that exist in the technical 
fields and of the kind and type of education that is available to 
them. M0 re and more people should see the value of obtaining education 
with a technical background. 
32n. Lindsay, "How to Help Your Youngsters Towards Success 
Without a College Degree", Popular Science, Vol. 160 (June, 1957), p. 86. 
33J. J. Hopkins, "Educational Crisis of Our Atomic Age, 11 Vital 
Speeches, Vol. 22 (December 15, 1955), p. 154. 
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Obtaining The Technical Training 
Where are these people going to get the technical training that 
will allow them to meet the requirements of industry? Our secondary 
school curricula is, at best, the means of acquiring an education 
"for living". The greater advancement in technology has created a 
large demand for obtaining an education by which "one makes his living". 
We must not overlook the education that one obtains "for living", 
but the secondary school should provide curricula that will benefit 
those who are going to attempt to get an education by which they will 
"make their living". The technician needs a thorough grounding in 
mathematics and science as well as a broad general background. The 
secondary school still must provide an efficient general education 
program. "Obviously, the provision of effective vocational-technical 
training becomes a post-secondary educational problem11 .34 
Even if the local school districts did not have the budgetary 
restrictions that seriously limit the various types of education they 
can give, the solution would be little closer. Too often specialized 
programs are instituted at great initial cost which provides training 
in only a few occupations. With the greater number of technical 
occupations that are now beginning to show up, the problem of providing 
training in very many of them will become more acute. 
The type of training offered by local school districts has never 
provided equal educational opportunity of the character required for 
scientific and technical placement. Technical education other than 
34Maurer and Maurer, op. cit., p. 170. 
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that acquired on the college campus has been promoted through university 
extension, community adult education, post-high school vocational schools, 
technical institutes, community junior colleges, and industrial on-the-
job training.35 
There are few programs specifically organized to educate at the 
technical level and the programs that do exist are widely spread geo-
graphically. The programs of this type are now growing faster than 
any other type of education. In 1957 there were over 600 junior colleges, 
between 1,400 and 1,600 business schools, more than four-hundred private 
correspondence schools, and 1,115 nursing schools. The number increases 
daily. The education they give is a true alternative to college, not 
a second choice.36 
The increase in the number of such institutes is directly pro-
portional to the number of students enrolled in such programs. There 
would be no growth in the number of technical institutes if the enroll-
ment did not demand such a growth. Conversely, if technical institutes 
did not exist there would be no enrollment. With this in mind, the 
statistics gained from Table 2 and Table 3 do not necessarily present 
an exact picture of the demand for technical programs. They do, however, 
show a trend towards technical institute programs for engineering and 
scientific technicians. 
The growth in the enrollment in technical institutes can be seen 
in Table 1. The overall increase can be visualized by comparing the 
total enrollment in 1951-1952 with the overall total enrollment of the 
35rbid., p. 170. 
36Lindsay, op. cit., p. 86. 
TABLE 2 
ENROLI11ENTS IN TECHNICAL INSTITUTES 
Enrollment 1951-195337 Enrollment 1954-195638 
Type of Institution 1951-1952 1952-1953 1954-1955 1955-1956 
Evening Evening ~vening 1 vening 
Day Special Total Day Special Total Day ~pecial Total Day ~ pecial Total 
Federal •••••••••••• 375 340 715 
--
1,670 1,670 
-- -- -- -- -- --
State and Municipal 8,085 8 ,070 16,155 9,239 8,902 18,141 11,255 10,451 21,706 11,460 11,090 22,550 
Privately 
endowed •••••• 2,121 5,314 7,435 2,045 10,885 12,930 4,624 8,503 13,127 5,000 10,033 15,033 
Extension divisions 
of colleges and 
universities ••••••• 2,594 8,546 11, 140 2,506 8,983 11,489 4,608 11,319 15,927 5,123 9,594 14 '717 
Proprietary •••••••• 6,325 3,965 10,290 5,038 3 ,119 8,157 6,153 2,800 8,953 9,414 4,404 13 ,818 
YMCA schools ••••••• 131 551 682 12 338 350 126 908 1,034 148 897 1,045 
TOTALS 19,631 26,786 46 ,417 18,840 33,897 52,737 26,766 33,981 60,747 31,145 36,018 67,163 
37L. F. Smith and M. D. Smith, "Annual Survey of Technical Institutes for 1951-1953," Technical Education 
News, Vol. 12 (August 1953), p. 1. 
38L. F. Smith, "Annual Survey of Technical Institutes for 1954-1956," Technical Education News, Vol. 15 
(September, 1956), p. 1. 
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1955-1956 school year. In the four year span the increase amounted to 
approximately 21,000 students. Also significant is the attendance in 
the day technical institute from 1954 through 1956 while earlier--
1951 through 1953--the attendance was stationary. Over one-half of 
the total increase over these four years was due to the full-time 
day student. 
A further look at the 1954-1956 figures shows a trend among the 
different types of technical institutions. Only two of the five types 
of institutions shown indicates a significant increase in their over-
all enrollment. While the other three are apparently holding their 
own in enrollment it appears the privately endowed and the proprietary 
schools are presently offering the education that will best fulfil). 
the needs of the technical institute student. 1 
In engineering-related fields during 1956 there was a total enroll-
ment of 32,498 full-time and 25,124 part-time students. The graduation 
class of 1956 had a total of 11,542 students. The new students enrolled 
in engineering-related fields for 1956 was 15,491 full-time students 
and 10,646 part-time students.39 
A new study was made of engineering technical programs in I960 
to determine the enrollment change. In 1956 there was a total enroll-
ment, full and part-time students, of 57,622. The number of students 
enrolled in the 1959-1960 school year has jumped to 79,784, an increase 
of 22,162 students in four years. An interesting thing to note is the 
part-time enrollment figures as compared to the full-time figures. 
The number of students in the part-time programs have shown t1i.e greatest 
3911 Favorable Enrollments in Technical Institutes," School and 
Society, Vol. 86 (October 11, 1958), p. 365. 
gain over the four year period. This would indicate that many of 
the students are employed and are attempting to upgrade themselves 
in their work or gain a new career altogether. 
TABLE 3 
ENROLLMENTS IN ENGINEERING 
TECHNICAL PROGRAMS40 
Enrollments 1959-1960 
No. of 
Insti-
tut ions Full-time Part-time Total 
Institutions with at 
least one ECPD-approved 
22 
curriculum ••••••••••••• 34 17,852 (34)* 8,482 (22) 26,334 
All others ••••••••••••• 199 20,933 (181) 32,517 (139) 53,450 
Totals 233 38,785 40,999 79,784 
.l 
*The figures in parentheses indicated the number of schools 
reporting in each category • • • • all schools did not report 
both full-time and part-time enrollments •••• 
Programs Under Consideration 
States with foresight are showing some concern for the technical 
education problem. This is especially true in states where a large 
portion of the population is employed by industry. In Connecticut, 
where trade-preparatory programs at the post-high school level have been 
offered for some time, the Division of Vocational Services in the State 
Educational Department conducted a study to determine the need for 
post-secondary technical education. 
40n. c. Metz, "Fifth Survey of Engineering Technician Programs," 
Technical Education News, Vol. XX (November, 1960) p. 11. 
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This study, although conducted in 1956 revealed a large number 
of vacancies in the technical field. Since 1956 the situation has 
become more critical. It also pointed out that industrial in-service 
programs could not prepare the technicians needed. With this in mind 
the state vocational division made plans to put the results of the 
study into action to alleviate the critical need for technicians 
41 in the state. 
Another study was made to determine the needs geographically. 
From this study it was decided that several smaller institutes distri-
buted throughout the state would serve the people better than one 
larger institution with a central location. Based on the final results 
of this study and the reconnnendations of the consulting committees, 
"the State Board of Education recommended to the 1957 General Assembly 
the establishment of three technical institutes. One was approved 
by the 1957 General Assembly and approval on the other two was granted 
in 1959.42 The first building was completed for use in 1960. It was 
designed for four-hundred full-time students, contained modern equipment 
and 55,000 square feet of classrooms and laboratories. In 1961 another 
technical institute was opened with a capacity of six-hundred students. 
Both schools are operating a two-year program in the various fields of 
technology. 43 
41Joseph T. Nerden, "Connecticut Expands Technical Institute 
Programs," Technical Education News, Vol. XVI (October, 1957), p. 1. 
42rbid., p. 1. 
4311Hartford State Tech Occupies New Building," Technical Education 
News, Vol. XX (January, 1961), p. 11. 
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Wisconsin is another state which has directed its vocational 
and adult educational planning towards post-secondary education of the 
non-college type. 
This basic experience is providing offerings of a 
post-high school character that has been of great value 
in the further development of courses for youth and adults' 
who wish to prepare for positions that require technical 
training. It was therefore logical that Wisconsin further 
expand its offerings on the post-high school technical 
level •••• 44 
A state plan was developed to meet the increased demand for 
technicians. The basis of the plan was to make use of the existing 
facilities of the local vocational and adult educational schools. A 
concentrated study was made to determine the phases that should be 
considered in the Wisconsin plan. Below are the chief phases 
decided upon: 
1. Supervision 
2. Physical facilities 
3. Instructor qualifications 
4. Curriculum 
5. Student selection 
6. Accrediting or standardizing agency45 
Any school in Wisconsin presently engaged in vocational and adult 
education can establish a technical institute program and gain state 
approval if they meet standards based upon these elements of the 
educational program. 
Other states are beginning to investigate the need for technical 
programs.46 In 1960, the State of Illinois made a study to examine 
vocational education in the high schools and the more specialized 
44c. L. Grieber, "Wisconsin's Post-High School Technical Institute 
Education," Technical Education News, Vol. XVI (July, 1957), p. 1. 
45Ibid., p. 1. 
4~cLure and Other, op. cit., p. 3. 
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programs beyond the high school. Distinctions were made in the 
nature of vocational and technical education. Examples of curricula 
were presented to illustrate the nature of technical education. A 
ten-year goal was projected as a step toward meeting the occupational 
needs of the Illinois population. 
The Financial Problem 
Since 1918 the field of vocational education has received aid 
from the federal government. The main purpose of this aid, as described 
by the Smith-Hughes Act of 1917, the George-Deem Act of 1936, and the 
George-Barden Act of 1946, is to train for useful employment in trade, 
industry, agriculture, business, home-making, vocational-technical, 
47 
and other pursuits, by giving courses of less than college grade. 
Vocational-technical education is included in this Act. One 
might assume that part of the funds could be channeled into this field 
to aid in getting a complete, well-rounded technical program initiated. 
In fact, this is being done in some places. In Connecticut, for example, 
of the fourteen regional technical schools in operation by the state, 
nine are already involved in an evening Technical Institute four-year 
program leading to a diploma. They are using the buildings that daily 
house the secondary level trade and industrial education program, and 
operate from four to seven in the evening for one group of students 
and from seven to ten in the evening for another group. The program 
is in operation four evenings a week. In this way post-secondary 
47F. T. Struck, Vocational Education for a Changing World, (New 
York: Wiley and Sons, Incorporated, 1947), p. 6. 
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Technical Institute instruction is offered.48 
The first consideration, when developing a completely new campus 
to house a technical institute, is the cost factor. Some of the important 
elements that affect the cost of setting up such an institution are, 
the number of students, the types of curriculum and where the institu-
tion will be located. An example of the cost was determined in a 
study by Dr. Lawrence L. Jarvis, Executive Dean for Institutes and 
Community Colleges, State University of New York. According to 
Dr. Jarvis, the cost ''to develop a new campus from the ground up, we 
figure a per capita cost of $4,000. That is, a campus planned for 
1,000 people would cost four million dollars fully equipped and 
ready to go. 11 49 
In Connecticut very much the same thing was found. The estimated 
cost to set _up a day technical institution housing six-hundred students 
would be just under three million dollars. This would amount to a 
per capita cost of just under $5,00o. 50 
The Department of Public Instruction of the State of Michigan 
estimates that $10,000 per student is needed to develop an excellent 
technical program. Even though this figure is high as compared to 
other estimates it should serve as a guideline to communities and 
administrators.SI 
At present most of this cost would be furnished by the local 
and state authorities where the institution would be located. The 
48Nerden, op. cit., p. 26. 
4911 How Much Does it Cost?," Technical Education News, Vol. XVI 
(July, 1957), p. 11. 
50Nerden, op. cit, p. 2. 
51Department of Public Instruction, Industrial Technical Education 
in Michigan, Bulletin No. 2139, (Lansing, Michigan: Division of Vocational 
Education, 1959), p. 33. 
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federal government has expressed some concern over the operating costs 
of technical education. Many proposals to aid training programs have 
been introduced and discussed in the Congress of the United States. 
One such proposal has been approved and signed into law--the National 
Defense Education Act of 1958. 
This shows the concept of federal support to states 
for further development of area vocational education programs. 
The Act authorizes an appropriation of fifteen million 
annually f0r a period of four years, and this money 'shall 
be used exclusively for the training of individuals 
designed to fit them for useful employment as highly skilled 
technicians5~n recognized occupations requiring scientific 
knowledge. ' 
There is considerable controversy regarding the distribution of funds. 
This disagreement may keep funds from being placed in the proper hands 
as soon as they could be used. 
The two major acts to aid technical education are providing 
funds to the amount of $58,750,000. This amount is only part of the 
funds that are available for the program. The federal funds are being 
matched by state and local funds in a ratio of about $4.50 to each 
federal dollar. 53 As long as this ratio is maintained and the respon-
sibility of conducting the programs is left in the hands of the state 
and local authorities we need not fear federal control of our technical 
education program. 
5211Help Wanted in the Skilled Crafts ! 11 American Vocational 
Journal, Vol. 34 (April, 1959), p. 11. 
53rbid., p. 12. 
SUMMARY 
It is easy to imagine the growth of technical education when 
its characteristics are known. What is more difficult to imagine is 
how fast it will grow. The demand for workers with a technical 
background will be the determining force in its growth. As more 
factories are involved in automation and our technology in other 
fields progresses the problem will become more acute. 
As the enrollment in our colleges and universities grow beyond 
their present capacity, as it has every indication of doing, our 
youngsters will have to turn to another type of education to fit 
them into the expanding economy. There is also a need to furnish 
education to upgrade our present industrial workers. There will 
not be a shortage of manpower to fill the classes in a post-secondary 
institution. The people will be ready long before the classrooms 
are. Many states are presently making studies to determine the type 
of classrooms and how many will be needed. 
Our secondary schools are not equipped to handle the type of 
education by which "one makes his living". The education will have to 
be post-secondary in nature. The growth in the programs organized to 
train at the technical level would indicate that we will see many 
schools of this type being built all over the country. They will 
take various forms but the biggest increase will be in the form of 
junior colleges. They can provide the necessary technical background 
29 
to allow industry to accept them with only a short training period 
necessary to fit them into a particular job in a particular industry. 
Industry and only industry will be able to furnish the final training 
required to fit them into their organizations. Educational insti-
tutions cannot duplicate the machines or the production techniques of 
industry. 
The federal government will find that it is necessary to furnish 
funds to aid in promoting the necessary technical education. State 
and local governments must shoulder the bulk of the load, both finan-
cially and in the responsibility of conducting the programs. A pack-
aged appropriation allotted to the states by industrial population 
would appear to be a fair way to start such a program. 
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